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suasaplicações emsaladeaula.
Thepurpose ofthispaper is to Apartefinal apresentarápossí
discuss the application of veis aplicações da abordagem
semiotics to the instruction of semiótica deensino delíngua no
language,particularlyforeign or
treinamento deprofessores. Nes
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sa abordagem, critériossemi
section of thispaperwill deal
óticos seriam utilizados como
primarily with
instrumentopara avaliaravia
what semiotics is
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implicationsfor
education. The
second section will consider

criteriasuggestedbysemioticsby

Teaching: a

which methods of language
instruction can be evaluated

and discuss applications to the
classroom. Thefinalsection will
deal

with

Semiotic Approach ^ ^
teacher

training suggested by a semiotic
approach
to
language
instruction. Jn thisapproach,

Ensino de Segunda Língua: Uma
Abordagem Semiótica

Jeanette Bopry

semiotic criteria would be used

primarilyasanevaluative toolto

bilidade de métodos e técnicas.

Trata-se de umaabordagem de
ensino de língua; não há, em
termossemióticos, umcurrículo
prescritivo.
In preparingmyself to teach English
in Japan, I read Earl Stevick's
Memory, meaning &method. In ithe
poses a paradox asfollows: inthefield
of language teaching, Method Aisthe
logical contradiction of Method B: if
the assumptions from which Aclaims
to be derived are correct, then B
cannot work, and vice versa. Yet one

colleague is getting excellent results
with A and another is getting
comparable results withB. Howisthis

possible? asks Stevick (1976). In a

determine whether methodsand

positivistic paradigmsuch results are
not supposed to happen.

techniquesareviable. This isan
approach
to language

I havespentthe pastsixyears of
my life as a teacher trying to cometo

instruction;

there

prescriptive

is

no

semiotic

curriculum.

terms with what I consider to be a

serious flaw in instructional practice.
I consider myself a humanist and as
such desire that humanism be the

Resumo

driving force behind myactions inthe

Esteartigo discutea aplicação da
semiótica ao ensino de língua,
especialmente língua estran
geira ou segunda língua. A
primeira parte lidará com o
conceito de semiótica e suas

implicaçõesparaa educação. A
segunda parteanalisará crité
rios sugeridos pela semiótica
atravésdosquaissepossaavaliar
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classroom. I sense, however, that

humanistic practice in the classroom
is at best a spotty affair, at worst,
simply givenlipservioe. The primary

bug in the works seems to be
positivism, in particular itsoffspring,
behaviorism. Mypersonal dilemma

wasthatevenwhen Irecognized that
I was simply putting my students
through the hoops, my training in
* Indiana Urüversity

p.40-48

;

DEZ. 1989^
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behavioral methodologywas ali I had

What is Semiotics and what does

individuais environment. Culture

to fali back on; I could not think of an

It have to do with education?

determines in a very dramatic way
what experiences the individual will
and will not have, let alone the
importance attached to experiences
that do happen.

alternative to putting my student
through the hoops. I havesincebeen
insearch of acomplete philosophy of
instruction within which to structure

the instruction I wished to provide.

This lack of a philosophy of
education encompassing humanism
has led to a situation where there is a

number

of

fine

teachers

and

Semiotics is a philosophy that
posits thatali knowledge ismediated
by signs.A sign is something that
stands for something else (Deely
1982). Ali we can know of the world

is signs. This means in effect that we
do not see the world as it reallyis, we

perceive signs that makeitpossible for
us to construct a reality - an idea of

instructional designers creating

what the world is. Each individuais

excellent alternatives to traditional

construction of reality is his or her

instruction while there is no structure

Umwelt. It is in effect a bubble in

for these alternatives to fit within - no

which each individual lives (von
Uexküll 1981). The Umwelt is

means for them to become viable to

the vast majority of educational
planners. Some oftheseprograms find
homes for short periods in schools or
schoolsystemswhere they surviveon
the patronage of some powerful or
strong-willed person. The program,
however, is likelyto disappear when
the patron does, because it has no
integral place in the curriculum. In
Japan, for example, a climateexists
whereinnovation isacceptedbecause
there appears to be a number of
learning blocks associated with the
instruction of English. In general,

composed of each individuais inner
self, indudingcognitive potential and
the experiences each individual has

however, no structure exists to

world as well as the Umwelten of

integrate innovation into the formal

other individuais.

structure of educational institutions.

Programs that are not successful in
short periodsof time, or programs
dependem uponindividual patronage
(mostlanguage teachers stayinJapan
onlya short time) tend to fade away.
This is particularly unfortunate
because the effects of any particular
program are usually long-term rather
than short-term.

I propose that using a semiotic
model tostructure language education
would make room for innovations in

instruction, and provide us with some

had. These are used to build a

subjective construction ofthe physical
world. Everythingwe perceive about
the physical world is filtered through
cannot know the physical world
directly. The Umwelt therefore
constructs and is constructed by the

physical world. The Umwelten of
indivituals

are

in

constant

communication with the physical

How do Semiotic assumptions
about education dlffer from

Posltlvistic assumptions?
Positivistic

assumptions

concerning education include the
notion that the environment is an

objective location existing separate
from the individual. The environment

is the same foraliindividuais, indeed,

importam for education. The Umwelt

ali species-it isbasically unchanging.
It isa physically existing entity that has
an impact upon an organism and

is created through continuous
interaction ofthe individual with the

serves as a source of stimulation.

physical world. This interaction
involves ali the senses; it is both
verbal and non-verbal. According to

Through manipulation of the

John Deely (1986), verbal language is

controlled.

an extension of non-verbal
communication. This is demonstrated

by the ability of humans to
communicate not only with other
humanswho speak other languages,
but with non-human speciesas well.
It has been estimated that 80% of ali
communication is non-verbal.

innovations.

Semiotics.

The notion of Umwelt isespecially

formative

of such

Learning is a naturally occurring
phenomenon. For an organism to
survive, it must constantly learn and
change based upon experiencesthat
occur through this constant
communication. The process is
semiosis. The study of this process is

this Umwelt. Because of this filter we

humanistic criteria by which to do
evaluation

Knowledge is an aspect of the
present state ofthe Umwelt. Learning,
orgrowth, happens atthe juncture of
the Umwelt and the physical world. A
new experience mayreinforce current
knowledge or it may challenge it.
When the Umweltchangesbecauseof
experience, learning has occurred.

environment, learning can be
Knowledge is located in the

physical world and it is the
responsibility of the individual to
discover

it.

There

is

correct

interpretation of this knowledge
because the world exists in only one

Culture plays an importam role in

way. Hence Stevick's Paradox.
Finding this correct interpretation is
also the responsibility of the

the construction of Umwelten in

individual. Inability to do so is the

humans because it isan aspect ofthe

result oflack of information due to the
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state of the artor some failing on the
partofthe investigator.

Knowledge is to be transferred
from teacher to learner in a manner

Whatwould instruction based on a

semiotic philosophy be like?

individual members to revert to a

passive mode; teacher interactions
withsmallnumbers are more likely to

1.Experiential: handson.

betimelyandappropriate tothe needs
of learners; teacher interactions are

such that lhe student understands it in

First of ali, it would be

likely tohave a more powerful effect

the same way astheteacher, who isa
more qualified interpreter. When

experiential. Elliot Eisner comments

on a small group than on a large

that: "what people become is largely

group; and teachers get out ofthe job

faulty communication occurs
remediation or correction may be

a function of what they have an

opportunity to experience" (1981:

ofhandling content and into the job of
handling sodal interactions, they get

required to get the student in line with

466). Nicolas Fergu-son likes to say

to know their students better -

"truth0 (Cunninghan 1987: 202).
Students are mere receptadesfor the

importam to understanding the

information the teacher has deemed

that iftyping classes were taught like
language classes, there would beone
typewriter at the from ofthe dassroom

importam.

and teachers would invitestudents to

basic knowledge of the learner's
Umwelt on the part of the teacher
instruction isvery much a hitandmiss

Semiotic assumptions concerning

the from individually to show them
where the"j" was.His responsewasto

education arequite different. Inplace - develop a language program where
of the notion of environment is the
each learner spends about 40% ofhis
notion of Umwelt. An Umwelt of an
time speaking and50% listening.
organism is not independem of the
organism butexists only inrelation to
There are two aspects to
the organism (Cunningham 1987: communication experience: receiving

Umwelten oftheir students. Asemiotic

approach suggests that without this

affair.

Instruction

founded

on

experience is primarily concerned
with the experiences of the learner.
This seems to me a sounder choice

210). This should explain why one

and sending. Ferguson attempts to

than founding

cannot structure an environment for

balance the two. What is most

knowledge. This makes itpossible to

learning - itonly exists asUmwelt - a
subjective world, andiscontrolled by

importam to consider is that the
performing talents ofthe instructorare

focuson the knowledge constructions
of individual learners.Dedsionsabout

the learner.Wecan only structure our

irrelevant to anexperiential education

own personal "environment"
although we can certainly have an

spedfic instructional experiences will

except to the extent that they are
interactions with students. This

impact upon the Umwelten ofothers
tlirough communication. The Umwelt

depend upon the instructor's
interpretation of the Umwelten of

suggests a restructuring of the

his or her learners.

isnotstatic, itisconstantly dynamic at

both the levei ofspecies andlevei of

traditionalclassroominasmuchas the
teacher would give up center

atmosphere is itselfa living, changing

stage— there would be no center
stage—a three ring circus, minus the
nasty connotations, would bea more

organism.

appropriate description.

individual. The planet with its

Knowledge is created by each
individual to account for experience.
It exists at the intersection of Umwelt

and the physical world. Students
therefore are not receptades of
knowledge - they are agents in its

instruction on

One highly effective means of
restructuring the dassroom is todivide
the class into pairs. This has a number
of advantages: Experience of
individuaisismaximized,much more

2. Make use of ali senses and

potentials availablein students.

Experiences should cover ali
modalities of communication. In the

process of learning as a natural
phenomenon individuais are not
limited to one or two senses with

which to com-municate, ratheralithe
senses are available for drawingupon.
Eisner believes that ali individuais
should receive education so that they

creation. Knowledge does not exist

language ispraticed; the instructor can
deal with pairs ina similar manner as

apart from the learner, anditdoes not

with individuais, effectively cutting

are competent in ali forms of

necessarily exist in the same way in

class size in half; peersmay be more
effective at making corrections than
teachers; teachers seem to be "outof

communication. He names this

the loop" from the perspective of

representation.

two

individuais,

interpretations arepossible.

multiple

students; thepair isoptimal from the

vantage point ofresponsibility - each
member mustshare equally, asgroups

get larger there is a tendency for
42

literacy and says that learners
should be literate in ali forms of

There are no coinddences. Forms

j

]

of representation like mathematics j
and music existspedfically because

they are the only way that the ,.
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meanings they convey are made
possible. Meanings made possibleby

"how" or process (how the learner
manipulatessignshimself in order to

Using procedural exercises:
activities where one student gives

dance are different from those made

make new discoveries). A semiotics-

possible by poetry. Literal translations
cannotbe madefromone modalityto
another without significam loss of
meaning(Eisner 1981).

based philosophyofeducationwould
deal with the question ofthe process
learners use to create knowledge.

directions while the other follows
them are an effective combination

which that individual is capable of
such anactivity isdependemupon the
forms of representation he learns to
use. Theability to usethesemodalities
affects both the ability to understand
meanings created by others and the
ability to create meanings. There ts

Whatsign systemsare significam
to language education? One could
certainly argue that ali are useful.
After ali, we attempt to describe
experiences, no matterthe type,with
language. Assuming Deely's
conjecture that language grows
naturally from non-verbal forms of
communication, especiallygesture, is
correct, dealing with language as a
purely verbal entity is somewhat

interaction between our sensory

sterile.

Every individual has the potential
to create meaning in multiple
modal-ities, however, the extent to

systems and forms of representation
so that we can conceive an idea in one

modality and express it in another. A
writer maybegin with pictures in his
head and end with words on paper
(Eisner 1981).

At present, the development of
literacy in the many of the forms of
representation thatare available inthe
culture is neglected. This neglect
denieslearners accesto meaningsthat
are specificto particular forms and

For example, the instructional
techique of roleplay uses a large
amount ofone'ssensory capacity and
requires conjuring up memories of
others. It hasgreat potential foruse in
the classroom, provided that the
instructor iswilling to takethetrouble

education of man should concern

itself with the manipulation of signs.
This would lead to a focus on the

own obvious sign system (music,
math) can be taught totally in the
target language.
Atmore advanced leveis,students

may discuss examples of art work,
cookery, athletic expertise, or
emotional experiences in the target
language. At this point students can
begin to provide support to one
another in the target language and

those involved.

learners know how to walk, throw

Man is by nature a sign
manipulator, so itmakessense that the

In an immersionprogram,school

subject matter, espedally that with its

to visualize, as well as their verbal

Education." We use ali ofour senses to

interpret andconvey the complexities
of everyday life. While verbal and
written language is essential, ali our
sensory languages need to be
developed as well if words are to
fulfill their deeperfunction and deliver
both subtle and vivid messages.

They understand what is happening
and this gives themimportam dues to
what is being said.

hopefully make thelanguage learning
environment a special experience for

to make certain that students use their

This sentiment is echoed by
Rockefeller (1977) in his report
"Corning to Our Senses: The
Significance ofthe Arts in American

1981).

instructor makes use of the students'

innate abil-ities to problem solve.

emotions, physical acuity, and ability

skills. An added benefitof roleplay is
that it is easy to introduce aspectsof
targetculture into instruction through
the appropriate use of movement,
vocalizing, and emotional display.
One way to breakthroughthe verbal
barrieristo use ambiguous dialogues,
those whose meanings are totally
dependent upon context. TPR, for
example, makes use of the fact that

adversely affects the kinds of
meanings they can express ( Eisner

of cognitive, verbal and bodilykinestheticand/or spatial skills. The
use of commonly known procedures
described inthe targetlanguage bythe

things, jump on things, etc. It simply
demonstrates a new way of talking
about these actions. An instructor

using the Natural Approach might
take students through a procedure
they are familiar with: sharpening a
pencil, driving a ear, planning and
taking a photograph, learning a

dance. The importam message of
methods like TPR is that physical
actions are involved in first language
learning and can be used in second
language learning.

Second language Teaching: a Semiotic Approach

3. Purpose: to nurture change in
Umwelten

a. To provide a rich context in
which interaction can take

place.
It also makes sense to emphasize

thoseexperiences that bringabout a
change in the Umwelten of learners.
Opportunity for neededinteraction is
greater in a rich context than
an impoverished one. The more
information, the greater the potential
thatsomethingwill catchthe attention
of some learner, or in Krashen's

terms provide the ali essential i + I.
Pragmatically this means throwing a
wide enough net in terms of content
that the present knowledge of each
learner in the group iscoveredas well
as the + 1. John Oller provides a
criterion by which to judge the
43

richness of language materiais.
He suggests writing out as many

questions about the material as you
can come up with. The greater the
number of questions, the greater the
depthofthe material (Oller 1983). In
general, it is far more sat-isfying to a
language learner to cometogrips with
a passage with some meat in it.
Lozanovor Ferguson would certainly
argue that making something too
simple, by dealing for example with
only one idea,signals the learner that
youhave no confidence inhisabilities.
Even if his language levei is low, one
should not assume his cognitive
abilities are, but rather, make use ofhis

problem solvingabilities.
For example, notions of family
and friendship are universally
common. One can as easily identify
Sally as one's sister's best friend as
identify her as a girl. In English the
question "Is Sally a girl?" would be
considered silly. Furthermore it is
impoverishedenough in information
to be quite boring to most learners.
The richer the context, the more

likely entry points for making the
connection that makes growth in the
Umwelt possible.
b. To provide opportunity for
abductive reasoning.
Growth of the Umwelt happens
when the individual ischallenged by
somesurprising pieceof information
(experience)that forces him or her to

hand, the entire vocabulary and
structure of the target language
has great potential for providing
surprising information to the student.
The problem is that most teachers
explain away the surprises before
students getatryatthem.The activity
tums from one of problem solvingto
one of trying to remember what the
teachersaidwas happening.

When such opportunities arise,
as they definitely do, the instructor

about the world around us. It is a

creative process, a way of formulating
hypotheses fromthe cues we receive
from the physical world. These cues
areoften non-verbal,and our reading
of them may even be sub-conscious.

In learning a language, this is
potentially the simplestto understand,
yethardest to implement. On the one
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product of interaction, in large part,
interaction with other people. Group

interaction is required in order for
maximum learning to occur. This
will first of ali bring the student to
understand that other constructions

than his own exist, and secondly
facilitate his learning process by

giving him experiences that challenge
hispresent construction ofthe world.

should curb her initial desire to

Discussions with fellow students

explain (especially to an entire class,
because noteveryone will beready for
anexplanation anyway). Rather, offer
the studentswith the question other
examplesof use of language with the
same problem, and let them form
hypothesesfor surprising information.
Finally, help them test these
hypotheses.

will provide evidence to individuais
thatmultiple realities exist,especially

Instructors should keep in mind
that abductive reasoning places a
majorpart inthe growth of Umwelten
and that depriving students of
abductive experiencesdeprivesthem
not only of immediate growth but
potentially of developing the skills
that make growth possible. One
responsibility of a semiotics-based
language curriculum would then be to
ailow students to pratice abductive
processes.

c. To provide students with
evidence that multiple realities

if reflexive skills (discussed below) are

developed. Language instruction,
however, offers something more.
The foreign or second language is

the product of another culture,
understanding it isin part dependem
uponunderstanding that culture. The
fact that languages are so different
suggests multiple realities, asdoother
aspects of target cultures.
Cultural experiences need to be

provided to language learners. Ifthe
instructor has lived in the targt
culture, she canprovide someof these

experiences, using roleplay, literature,
fine arts, films, and other books and
recordings. If a memberof the target
culture could be interviewed by
members of the class, ali lhe better.
This would have the advantage of

providing students experience with
methods of inquiry, which they will

created through semiosis, it makes

transfer to other language learning
environments, and even to totally
different subject fields. Ifit ispossible
for students to get the experience of
immersion in the target culture, that's

sense that the focus of instruction

even better. In the United States there

exist.

alter his or her Umwelt to account for

it.This creative activityis accounted
for by abduction. Abduction is the
process of making educated guesses

hand, this focus must be balanced
with the notion that semiosis is the

Because of the individualized
nature of constructions of the world

should be in large part at least
the current state and potential of the
individual student. According to
Reigeiuth (1987:3) ourgroup-based,
lock-stepped, graded, and timeoriented system is responsible for
effectively destroying the inherent
desire to learn in ali but a small

areethnic neighborhoodsthat might
serve this purpose. Of course in the
second language situation, the target
culture is readily avaiblable to the
student. Field work should be an

integral part of instruction, i. e.,
scavenger hunts,observations, etc.

percentage of learners. On the other
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d. Provide students with reflexive

skills,

and

nurture

empowerment.

questions and listening to the

these processes; evaluation inorder to

responses.

remain in touch with how well

The objective of development of

For students to come to terms

reflexive skills in students is to make

withtheir own learning processes and
with the knowledge they will
construct, reflexivity will be importam.
To know that there are multiple
realities should be a liberating
realization. To realize then, that you
or I am empowered to effect the
world around us as a group or as
individuais and that knowledge can
play a role in how we decide to have
that effect isa powerful motivation for
the creation of more knowledge. To
reach this point responsibly, each
learner shouldengagein asignificam
amount of soul searching both
individually and in groups where his
thoughts can be critiqued by others.

it possible for them to realize that
when they learn something, they are
at the same time changing the world
as they know it. Proactive decisonmaking, then, can affect the world.
This realization should help each

Therearea number oftechniques
available for developing skills in

reflexivity. Students can be asked

to keep personal journals of their
language learning experience.

lnitially, at least, these should be
doneinthenativelanguage. Later the
instructor can require that they be
done in a mixture of the target andnative languages or even the target
language alone -the ability toexpress
oneselfaffectively inanother language
isevidence of being fairly skilled in
that language.
In addition, the instructor would
benefit from occasional reflexive

debriefing sessions withherstudents.
These will assist the instructor in

evaluation of instructional strategies,
and if handled skillfully will create
a bond of trust in the classroom. To

make such sessions work, instruaors

should be prepared to allow students
to express themselves emotionally,
should accept whatstudents say, even
when disagreeing with them (multiple
realities), andshouldtryto reconstrua
for themselves the reality of the
students through interviewing

student come to terms with the stake

selected materiais, techniques, and
resources are helping students, and
inquiry in order to contribute to
knowledge in the field. The latter can

be justified on thebasis that asemiotic
approach to instruction involves
helping students gain the skills they
need in orderto create knowledge for
themselves.

Instructors can set

he has in his own education.

examples for their students by
modeling techniques of inquiry.

Application to teacher training

Teacher training should indude
requirements for completion of case

1.Being aware ofthe Umwelten of
learners

studies (hands on) using naturalistic
methods both for the purpose of
reconstruction of the Umwelten of

The primary charge of teachers

individuais (inquiry) and for the

would be to fácilitate semiosis or

purpose of analyzing the interaaion

growth. Instruaors would berequired
to be continually aware of the
processes of their charges to make

of individuais with instructional

certain that they get the experiences

they needtogrow. This would require
the skill of beingableto reconstruain
one's own mind the Umwelten of
other individuais in order to give

materiais (evaluation). Techniques
could indude ethnographic studies,
emic studies, and hermeneutic circles
as described by Lincoln and Guba
(1985; see alsoGuba&Lincoln 1985).
Execution of these techniqueswould

help instructors develop skills

advice and counsel on how to

in observation, note-taking, and

proceed, or what experiences are
likely to be productive. It would be

interviewing (listening as well as
question asking).

importam tokeep in mind the levei of
ability each student demonstrates in
the manipulation of various sign

systems. The use of naturalistic
methods of evaluation and inquiry
within a Semiotics-based curriculum

seems quite natural. Reigeluth's
suggestion that teachers maintain
profiles onindividual students does as
well (Reigeluth 1987).

Ofimportance inUexkülTs notion

2. Being reflexive
Instruction would be focused on

the student,not content, would unfold
as student needs became apparent,
and would be oriented toward the

individual learner or small groups of
learners. Knowledge would be

regarded as a process, not a static
structure to be learned and
remembered. Instructors can be

of Umwelt, is the idea that one can
learn about the Umwelt of another

encouraged to reach this conclusion
on their own through development of

through what he calls "participatory
observation" (Uexküll,T. 1981). Skills

reflexive skills. This would involve

small sem-inar size groups, like

inparticipatory observation should be

support groups, where pre-service

cultivated inpre-service and in-service
instructors. They are of value for

and/or in-service instructors would
meet to discuss their own learning

reasons of evaluation and inquiry.
Teachers should be involved in both

those of their students. This would

techniques: asking thoughtful
Second Language Teaching: a Semiotic Approach

preferences and problems and later,
encourage a construaive interaaion
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among participants to solve the
problems of individuais with their
own learning problems and with the
learning problems of theirstudents.

importam in a field that proposes to

potentials ofstudents, ali their sensory

introduce another culture to their
students. Instructorsneed to know the

capacities.

extent to which they are shaped by
their own culture so that they can

As teachers become aware ofthe

multitude of ways they and their
colleagues approach learning

problems, theywill becomeaware of
some ofthe ways theirown students
may do the same, and hopefully
expea to find even more.Thiswill, it
is hoped, prompt instructors
to investigate many approaches,
methods and techniques of language
instruaion, in order to deal with the

speciai needs their students may
exhibit. As they come to understand
thattheirown learningisunique and
under their own control they should
come to understand that they do not
control the learning oftheirstudents,
but that they can nurture it.

challenge their students to see the
world in new ways. Thiswould put
foreign language teachers inan ideal
position toconfront theencapsulation
of their students and nurture their

growth.

Iwouldsuggest that ali instructors
haveanexperience inanother culture,
have the experience of confronting
their own encapsulation asdefinedby
their culture. Again,the experience
should be recorded in the form of a

reflexive journal. When possible
support groups should be formed to
encourage the understanding of the
target culture and the growth of
individual Umwelten in the milieu of
this culture. Instructors should

Instructors should attempt to
include other senses than auditoryin

the language learning process. The
auditory channel maynotprovide the
easiest route to language learning for
ali students, those particularly weak
audi-torily may find language
instruaion frustrating to the pointof
giving up on it. Instructors should
experiment with instructional
activities using various and multiple
sensory modalities. A great deal more
needs to be investigated in thisárea. I
cannot think of one method of

language instruaion thattrulymakes
use of alithe learner'ssenses, except
possibly role play, and it is not
normally used to this end, but in
practice usually focuses on verbal
intelligence and auditory perception.

Instructors shouldbe encouraged
to keep reflexive journals to log their
own reaaions to and thoughts about
the instructional processes of
their classrooms. This is usually a
requirement of naturalistic inquiry, so

especially be encouraged to keep
trackof those things about the target
culture theyespedallyliked,disliked,
or foundsurprising. There should be
anattempt through asupport group to

Teacher training courses should
include
language
learning
experiences with many different
methods ofinstruaion. Manyschools

reconstrua the realities of members of

that the Umwelt of the researcher/

the target culture. Here again, inquiry
tediniques like observation will be
very helpful.

instruaion, but few engage in them.
Experienced instructors in the Silent
Way, Suggesto-pedia, Community
Language Learning, TPR, and Natural
Approach should be utilized to
provide significam instruction in a
language, rather than short
workshops.

instruaor can be taken into account as

an aspect of the study. It would
providethe instruaor with an account
of how she interacted with the
instructional

environment

and

provide a basis upon which the
instruaor mightdecide to modify her
course of action. It should be used as

anaspect ofcourseevaluation on the
part of the instructor; because a
method of instruction is a contract

between instruaor and student, the
instructor must feel confident that the

*

4. Learning to deal with the
unique needs of students.
In order to accomplish this,
instructors will need to be aware of

the manyresources thatare available
to them, the manyways people learn,
and techniques for providintg an
instruaionthatexploitsthe resources

contraa hasbeenupheldon her part.

available within students themselves.

3- Corning to terms with the
impact of culture on the

indude the variety of instructional
methods and approaches available.
These can be assessed using the
criteria provided in the previous
section of the paper. Instructors
should espedally search formethods
oflanguage instruaion that utilize the

Resources available to instructors

individual

Reflexive sessions will also be

used to help instruaors discover the
impact that culture has had on their
own Umwelten. This is particularly
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talk about innovative methods of

In addition instruaors should be

exposed to methods of instruaional
design, so that they can set about
structuring learning experiencesinto
a system that resembles the whole of
the target language. This may mean
more keeping trackof the skillsand
experiences oftheirstudents in order
to suggest further study rather than
prescribing learning experiences (at
least on a whole group basis, it is
expeaed that experiences may have

to be prescribed for individual
students).Itmay alsomean makingan
informed decision not to structure

these learning experiences at ali. I
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would however suggest thatsuchrule

breaking should bededded upon by
someone well acquainted with the
rules and the consequences and
benefits ofsuch rule breaking.
In the same vein, instructors

should be encouraged to develop
their own systems of instruction that

gobeyond the parameters ofpresently
existing methods, thatemploy moreof
the sensorycapabilities of students,
and that integrate the best of many
different methods without creating
something that works against itself,
that is internally inconsistent.
This would require certain skills
instructional design, particularly task
analysis.
Use of knowledge gleaned from
inquiry and evaluation will help the
instructor build such systems. In

teams, instructors could engage

monitors of the student's ongoing

in simulations that involve the

semiosis. Classrooms become places
where appropriate contexts for
knowledge making are provided
(Cunningham 1987).

construction of foreign language
curricula forpublicor private schools
or for different developmental leveis
of students.

The suggestions providedin this

In summary, instruction in a
semiotic approach wouldemphasize
ways of knowing a language not
simplyinthe traditional verbal mode,
but in a variety of interconnected
modes. In this view, instruction

becomes an activity whereby we
equipstudents todeliberately andselfconsciously construa the world in
which they are to live. In this case,
through learning another language
students are opening themselves to a
world of people, literature, and a way
ofthinking notnecessarily available to
them in their own language. Teachers
become models of semiosis and

paper are not intended to be total
prescriptive systems of instruction
either for students or for teachers.

Specific instruaionisdependentupon
the contract between the instruaor

and her students.Thisisultimately the
answer to Stevick's paradox, people
learn in ways that they are convinced
it is best for them to leam and this is

determined by student/instructor
interaction and negotiation. The
suggestions givenforteachertraining
should be integrated into teacher
education program, rather than be
seen aspossible replacements for
present praaice. Q
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